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Aoki Kyuji

Aoki Kyuji is a player character played by ryuusei.

Aoki Kyuji

Species & Gender: Female Minkan
Date of Birth: 7日 5月 YE 19
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Aoki is a white Minkan that is 152 cm tall, and 57 kilograms in weight. Her body is mostly small and
childish, with her having also only an A-cup in terms of breasts, and fairly thin hips as well. She has long
dark blue hair, which reaches far past her tailbone, which she also sometimes ties up into a ponytail. To
match her hair, she has slightly dark blue eyes, which are in a round shape, and an incredibly childish
face, which is round and features a tiny nose and bit of a red blush around her cheeks, along with
rounded normal ears. She lacks any bodily or facial hair, and has a scent of lavender. Her voice is
somewhat childish sounding, but also a bit on the stern side at times.
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Personality

Aoki is a very talkative and childish girl,that's often squeamish and girly around nasty things or anything
she finds repulsive, and cries on occasion when she's heavily embarrassed. She has a single small goal in
her life, simply wanting to show off in front of her younger siblings, or her friends, and prove to be a
decent big sister. She's usually quite a hard worker, since she has three younger sisters to take care of,
along with a fairly young brother. She very rarely gets angered, but can sometimes become strict if she
sees her younger siblings acting heavily out of turn, or doing something 'unladylike'. She's quite cautious
about what she does, but can be stupid and rush in to deal with issues. Most of her relationships are just
friendships/sisterships, nothing more. She's incredibly social as well, usually just chatting about. She's
incredibly motherly acting towards her younger siblings, while also being very braggy as stated earlier,
going to no lengths just to impress them, while around other people, she can act a little cold, or a little
quiet, unless she knows them well. Around men/boys on the other hand, she acts more tsundere,
believing most men are just idiots that want to flirt with her…This doesn't mean she doesn't like them
though, she just doesn't have many guy friends.

History

Aoki Kyuji was born in YE 19 to Ai Kyuji and Eizo Kyuji, in the city of Kyousou on the Yamatai (Planet).
Through her youngest years, her parents had three other girls, who she almost immediately fell in love
with when she began to grow up. The oldest one of her three younger sisters, Mikako, proved to be little
struggle for her, as she grew up more quiet and professional acting, which was unexpected for Aoki. Her
other two sisters, Shinako and Hidemi, proved to be slightly more challenging, as Shinako was
tomboyish, and Hidemi was incredibly shy. Her three younger sisters took up most of her younger life, as
she absolutely adored them, and didn't want to do anything more than just be around them. She soon
went through basic schooling, and quickly gained a few followers, who were impressed by either how
high she propped herself up, or how caring she seemed to be at times. Once she got into a Middle
School, she thought she'd really have to step it up, so everyone, including her sisters, would still think
she was awesome. She began to take a more attractive appearance, growing her hair out much longer
and dawning a tsundere attitude towards boys, while also talking a lot more about how awesome she
was. She soon got through Middle and High School, doing fairly decent, and decided that afterwards, she
wanted to really impress everyone- She was going to join the Star Army of Yamatai, and certainly prove
to be as amazing as she had talked about. In YE 39, she joined up and went through basic training.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Aoki Kyuji is connected to:
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Ai Kyuji (Mother)

Eizo Kyuji (Father)

Mikako Kyuji (Sister)

Shinako Kyuji (Sister)

Hidemi Kyuji (Sister)

Inventory & Finance

Aoki Kyuji has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Aoki Kyuji currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by ryuusei on 12, 27 2017 at 16:21.

In the case Ryusei becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Aoki Kyuji
Character Owner ryuusei
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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